CARE OF YOUR SUNBEAM AUTOMATIC MIXMASTER

It is important to follow these instructions about oiling to insure the most satisfaction from your Mixmaster.

During the first month of use oil motor bearings 1 and 2. Use a good light machine oil. Put 2-3 drops of oil in holes 1, 2. DO NOT PUT MORE THAN ONE DROP OF OIL IN 3 and 4.

Under heavy usage these parts should be oiled once every month. Do not OVEROIL.

If bowl does not revolve freely, remove bowl and turntable, then oil built-in ball bearing “A” lightly.

All electric motors get warm when running, and warmth will increase as load on motor is increased. The temperature rise causes no harm to mechanical or electrical parts. Cord will discolor motor housing if wrapped around motor while hot.

Note: Always mention Model number when requesting service or parts for MIXMASTER. See model number stamped on bottom of MOTOR.

PARTS FOR YOUR SUNBEAM AUTOMATIC MIXMASTER

10-1141 Mixing Beater (with bowl-speed control button)
10-1134 Mixing Beater (without bowl-speed control button)
10-2078 Set of 2 mixing beaters (one 10-1141 and one 10-1134).
10-1959 Revolving Platform
10-1188 Juice extractor reamer
10-1185 Juicer strainer
10-1194 Juice spout (White) —Mod. 11
*10-5346 Juice spout (Clear) —Mod. 11C
10-1184 White Glass Juice Extractor Bowl—Mod. 11
*10-5284 Clear Glass Juice Extractor Bowl—Mod. 11C
10-1183 Small White Glass Mixing Bowl—Mod. 11
*10-5283 Small Clear Glass Mixing Bowl—Mod. 11C
10-1182 Large White Glass Mixing Bowl—Mod. 11
*10-5282 Large Clear Glass Mixing Bowl—Mod. 11C

*Replacement parts for Model 11C Chromium Plated Mixmaster.

Repairs involving the above parts are simple and easy to make. Other repairs are more complicated, and to insure their being made properly, the MIXMASTER should be returned, transportation charges prepaid, to the nearest authorized Sunbeam Service Agency, or to the factory or dealer from whom it was purchased.

SUNBEAM MIXMASTER PATENTS

2161881 2274480 2293959 2552972 2643864
2165858 2293701 2553811 2615690 2703381

Design patents 165686, 165848, 167149, 167150.

Canadian Patents issued: 1939, 1942, 1944, 1951. Other Canadian patents pending.